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OK, Let’s start from square one! 
 
 

 
 
 
Vmax1 =  Maximum speed with the engine running at full revs. Any faster than this and 
the limitation you will exceed is the MAX ENGINE RPM permitted (6600rpm). The reason for this 
limitation is the centrifugal force of the propeller blades. Exceeding this rpm plus safety margin can 
throw propeller blades from the hub. The Duo also has engine over speed protection in the form of 
an IGNITION CUT-OUT to prevent this condition. 
 
Vmax2 =  Maximum structural load limit of the ENGINE PYLON ASSY against the 
airflow. With the ignition switched off, we do not have a problem with exceeding max Engine RPM. 
 
VPOmax =  Maximum structural and electrical current load limit of the Pylon assembly 
whilst raising the engine. This is also protected by a 7.5 amp circuit breaker on the engine control 
panel. 
 
VPOmin =  Minimum speed to maintain control of the glider whilst the engine is being 
extended or retracted due to aerodynamic drag and change in C of G. 
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Placards in cockpit match the limitation section in flight manual. 
 
 

 
 
 
From the above starting instructions, we see that the recommended speed for starting the engine 
is 54kts. From experience, sometimes this is not enough airspeed to keep the engine spinning 
after releasing the Decompression handle and the engine will stop spinning over. (THIS IS WHY 
YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST USE THE MIRROR TO CHECK FOR PROPELLER ROTATION 
DURING ENGINE START) It is hard to tell otherwise sometimes due to the extra wind noise with 
the engine raised. 
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The note above from the flight manual is to cover this situation within the EASA Aircraft 
Certification Parameters. 
 
It is normal to use 65 knots to start these turbo engines. If the engine has not been used for some 
time or in very cold conditions, you may need to increase speed up to 75 knots to prevent the 
engine stopping rotation after the Deco Handle is released. (Experience has shown that 54kts is 
sometimes not sufficient for the engine to keep rotating after DECO release when the engine has 
not been used for a while) This engine is more demanding than the single seat Turbo gliders in 
this regard as it has a reduction drive for the propeller. 
 
The engine will not suddenly go above 6600RPM straight from starting. As you hear the engine 
increasing rpm (confirmed by the tacho reading), You reduce speed back below 67 knots to 
prevent an engine overspeed situation and settle it on BLUE LINE SPEED OF 51 kts for best rate 
of climb. If at any time the rpm exceeds 6500 rpm, the ignition cut off will activate until the rpm 
decreases below 6500rpm. There is also another ignition cut out in the ilec controller that turns the 
ign off completely at 6900rpm. 
 
In Summary you have 2 hard limitations that MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED. 
1- 6600 RPM 
2- 86 Kts with the Engine Extended. 
 
 
Happy Flying! 


